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Full structure determination of an alkali-metal/CQ coadsorption phase
for Co(1010)-c(2 X 2)-(K+CO)
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A structural analysis of a c(2X2)-(K+CO) coadsorption phase on CoI 1010) by low-energy electron
diffraction has yielded a full picture of the geometry of a model alkali-metal CO coadsorption system.
Potassium atoms are located in fourfold hollow sites above second-layer Co atoms, and CO molecules

0
are displaced by 0.5+0.2 A from the high-symmetry Co short bridge sites near the center of gravity of

0
the three neighboring K adatoms. The CO causes a substantial increase, by 0.4 A, in the K-Co nearest-
neighbor bond length, and K adatoms are located with their centers above the 0 atoms in the neighbor-
ing CO. This has important implications for the bonding interactions within the adlayer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coadsorption of potassium and CO has served as a
prototype to examine the interaction of electropositive
atoms with molecular adsorbates. Despite the use of al-
most every surface-sensitive technique to examine the
alkali-metal CO interaction, a basic understanding of
potassium/CO bonding is lacking. ' This has stemmed in
a large part from an absence of a quantitative knowledge
of the adlayer geometry. Usually these systems do not
exhibit long-range order, and the small number of sys-
tems which have an ordered overlayer have large unit
cells which prohibit full structural analysis by low-energy
electron di6'raction, at the present time.

Recently an adsorption microcalorimeter has been de-
ployed to study CO+K coadsorption, on NiI 100I. The
CO adsorption heat is increased from 123 kJ mol ' on
the clean surface to 170 kJ mol ' for low precoverages of
K, but with high K precoverages the CO adsorption heat
is increased to -300 kJ mol '. These results were inter-
preted in terms of formation of K +CO islands.

A range of other models had been previously suggest-
ed, including formation of polymeric (CO)» anions sta-
bilized by alkali cations often termed salt formation,
rehybridization of molecular CO to an sp
configuration, a direct interaction between the potas-
sium 4s/4p resonance with the CO 1m states, ' and an
ionic model involving complete charge transfer from the
potassium 4s to the CO 2~* levels yielding a CO K+
ionic salt. " There remains extensive debate regarding
the correct description of the alkali-metal/CO interac-
tion. A number of studies have indicated that the CO
molecule remains upright or close to upright in the coad-
sorbed phases, which appears to eliminate the polymeric
salt model, which involves C—0 bond axes oriented at a
considerable angle from the surface normal. Of the other

candidates, the sp rehybridization model of Weimer and
co-workers, based on the observation of a split 1~ lev-
el in ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS),
would require a marked increase in the CO bond length
seen by comparing it to carbonyl cluster compounds.
This would also seem unlikely as near-edge x-ray-
absorption fine-structure (NEXAFS) results indicate only
a moderate increase in the interatomic distance induced
by K coadsorption. ' ' The favored models to date
would seem to be the direct 1~-alkali bonding interaction
of Eberhardt et al. , which geometrically requires the
alkali-metal adsorbate to straddle the carbon-oxygen for
optimal interaction, and that of Schultz, involving for-
mation of ionic islands due to complete charge transfer
from the potassium valence level to the CO 2m' orbital
leading to a K+CO ionic layer. The latter model is able
to explain a large number of the observed properties of
alkali-metal CO coadsorption systems including the large
reduction (by several hundred wave numbers) of the CO
internal stretching frequency, increase in the C—O bond
length, the alkali-metal-induced increase in the adsorp-
tion energy of CO, and the related stabilization of potas-
sium due to the increased ionicity. In particular, this
model is able to explain qualitatively the shift to lower
energy of potassium core levels due to the electrostatic
stabilization of the final-state core hole by surrounding
CO anions.

Coadsorption of potassium and CO on a hcp Co [ 1010I
surface provides a rather unique opportunity for a com-
plex structure determination. The adsorption of potassi-
um on this surface has been carefully studied by Barnes'
and Masuda. ' In particular, at a potassium coverage of
exactly 0.5 ML a c(2X2) overlayer is formed, which a
dynamic low-energy electron-diffraction (LEED) I ( V)
analysis revealed as a potassium overlayer above an
essentially unreconstructed Co(1010) surface. Adatoms
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are located in the [1210] channels directly above
nearest-neighbor second-layer cobalt atoms, with an
effective potassium radius intermediate between that of
ionic (1.33 A) and metallic (2.26 A) potassium of
1.87+0.05 A. Saturation of this layer with CO at 300 K
leads to a very well-ordered c(2X2) coadsorbed layer
with a K:CO stoichiometry at or close to 1:1.' Thus the
system provides an ideal candidate to study quantitative-
ly the full geometric structure surrounding both potassi-
um and CO adatoms.

II. EXPERIMENT

The evaporation rate of potassium was calibrated by
LEED utilizing the previous observation that in the po-
tassium coverage range 0.58 ~ ez ~ 0.30 ML a split
c(2X2) LEED pattern is formed with a perfect c(2X2)
being formed in an extremely narrow coverage range of
(0.5+0.03) ML. ' The coadsorption phase was formed
by saturation of the c(2X2)-K overlayer with CO at
room temperature. The c (2 X2)-(K+ CO) overlayer ex-
hibited bright sharp fractional-order beams. Previous
studies of K/CO coadsorption on CoI1010I indicated
that the diffracted intensity in the fractional-order beams
arises solely from a c(2X2)-(K+CO) coadsorption
phase; no domains of c(2X2)-K remain. This can be
demonstrated by comparison of I(V) spectra of the
c(2X2)-K and c(2X2)-(K+CO) phases. Intense peaks
from the pure c (2X2)-K phase fall in minima in the
measured c (2 X2)-(K+CO) spectra, and inspection
clearly demonstrates that any remaining areas of
c (2 X 2)-K are negligibly small.

To reduce data collection time to a minimum, the vari-
ation of intensity with energy over a range 40—300 eV of
all beams was acquired simultaneously by recording the
pattern on video tape using a video recorder. Symmetri-
cally equivalent beams were averaged to reduce residual
sample misalignment, and normalized to constant pri-
mary beam current. Careful checks were made to ensure
that electron-beam damage was minimal by rescanning
I(V) spectra as a function of time. It appeared that
coadsorption of CO with K rendered the molecular CO
significantly less susceptible to electron-beam damage
compared to CO on clean Co I 1010I, where several
minutes exposure led to severe damage. All I( V) spectra
were recorded with the sample at or just above room tem-
perature.

IV. RESULTS

For the hcpt1010I surface, the crystal could be ter-
minated by the short or long interlayer distance, or a
mixture of both terminations separated by diatomic steps.
As in previous studies for clean CoI1010I-(1X1) (Refs.
22 and 23) and CoI 1010)-c(2X2)-K,' where the surface
was shown to be uniquely terminated by a short inter-
layer spacing, only that termination was considered here.
Twelve different model geometries were tested, as shown
in Fig. 1. These models split naturally into four sub-
groups, with potassium situated at high-symmetry sites
including on-top, fourfold hollow, and long or short
bridge sites. In each of the four cases carbon monoxide
can be situated at two different high-symmetry sites, both
of which are in the middle of two potassium atoms. In
addition, another CO adsorption site was considered for
all four potassium sites, in which CO was situated at the
middle of the triangle formed by three surrounding potas-
sium atoms. Additional studies were also performed as-
suming substitutional sites for K in Co rows. These

r=0.642 f=0.639

treated as composite layers, and calculation of scattering
matrices was performed using the combined space
method for composite layers by matrix inversion. The
same method was also used when calculating the scatter-
ing matrices for the overlayer if the corresponding inter-
layer spacings were short. The scattering between layers
was accomplished stacking layers by layer doubling.

Calculated and measured I(V) curves were compared
using the Pendry R factor. ' Having found the best
structure, all geometrical parameters were individually
varied, and curves of the R factor as a function of the
geometric variables were obtained. The uncertainties of
the parameters were then obtained using the variance of
the Pendry R factor. '

III. COMPUTATIONS "0
r=0.606 r=0.621

Theoretical I( V) spectra were calculated using the dy-
namic LEED package of Van Hove and Tong. ' The
muffin-tin potentials for cobalt and potassium were taken
from Moruzzi, Janak, and Williams. ' Phase shifts for
carbon monoxide come from Tong et a/. The energy-
independent imaginary part of the inner potential was—4 eV, and Debye temperatures were 385, 200, 843, and
1405 K for Co, K, 0, and C, respectively. The real part
of the inner potential was varied in the R-factor analysis.

In the case of bulk Co I 1010I, atomic layers are
separated by alternate short (0.724 A) and long (1.447 A)
spacings. The layers separated by short spacings were

r=0.390 r=0.709 r=0.725 r=0.628

FIG. 1. The model geometries and corresponding lowest
Pendry R factors after the first scan of structural parameters.
The large circles correspond to potassium atoms and the small
circles are the CO molecules. The first- (second-) layer Co
atoms are represented as solid (dotted) circles of medium size.
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FIG. 2. (a) Top and side views of the favored geometric
structure, and (b) optimal geometric parameters with associated
uncertainties in A.

structures were excluded from the full treatment because
of inferior R factors. The possibility of two CO mole-
cules per one K atom in the favored model was similarly
excluded.

The interlayer spacings of the cobalt substrate were ini-
tially frozen at the bulk values, and only the heights of
potassium, carbon, and oxygen were varied over a wide
range in steps of 0.05 A. The lowest R factors obtained
are shown in Fig. 1 for individual model geometries. The
model with the best R factor consisted of potassium lo-
cated in the fourfold hollow site with carbon monoxide
situated at the center of gravity of the three neighboring
potassium atoms. The other model geometries must be
ruled out because of their markedly larger R factors.
After full optimization of the best model, the minimum
Pendry R factor was 0.316. The geometrical parameters
and the corresponding uncertainties are shown in Fig. 2,
while the optimal theory-experiment agreement is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The potassium-cobalt nearest-neighbor
bond length is 3.51+0.11 A, which gives an effective po-
tassium radius of 2.26+0. 11 A, being the same as the
bulk value of metallic potassium (2.26 A) (the ionic ra-
dius is 1.33 A). The carbon-oxygen bond length is
1.20+0.08 A. This value is larger than that previously
determined by LEED on a range of transition-metal sur-
faces by about 0.07 A. The optimum R factor was ob-
tained when carbon monoxide was slightly tilted from the
upright orientation, but the uncertainty of the lateral po-
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FIG. 3. Optimal theory-experiment agreement for all beams.
(a) Calculated and (b) measured intensities as functions of elec-
tron energy.

sition yields a large uncertainty in the tilt angle of 4 +10'.
The CO molecules tilt in the [0001] azimuth between the
two neighboring potassium atoms in the [1210]channels.
The carbon atoms are laterally displaced by 0.12 A from
the center of gravity of three neighboring potassium
atoms, or, equivalently, displaced from the short bridge
sites by 0.50+0.2 A. The carbon atoms were located
1.33+0.07 A above the center of gravity of the outermost
cobalt layer, resulting in a carbon-cobalt bond length of
1.90 A. Subtraction of the cobalt metallic radius from
this value yields an effective carbon radius of 0.64 A
which compares with average values of 0.58, 0.62, and
0.67 A for on-top, bridge, and fcc hollow sites for CO on
clean metal surfaces. The value for the Co{1010I-
c(2X2)-(K+CO) system is thus quite in line with the
displaced bridge site determined. The potassium layer is
0.23+0. 11 A above the oxygen layer.

Adsorbate-induced reconstruction of the cobalt sel-
vedge was considered in the form of buckling of the
second cobalt layer. The center of gravity of the outer-
most two cobalt layers was allowed to shift. A slight
buckling of 0.05+0.09 A of the second layer has been
detected with the second-layer atoms directly beneath
top-layer potassium being shifted downwards. The op-
timal first (short) interlayer spacing was found to be
0.70+0.06 A, corresponding to a small inward relaxation
of —3.3%. The second (long) interlayer spacing opti-
mized at 1.45+0.06 A, virtually identical to that of bulk
Co I 1010I (1.447 A).

Figure 4 illustrates the sensitivity of the analysis to
various aspects of the geometry, including the
potassium-oxygen interplanar separation, the carbon-
oxygen bond length, and the lateral position of carbon.
These curves are illustrated in the form. of response of the
Pendry R factor to a single geometric parameter with all
other variables fixed.

Many of the geometrical 6ndings are in line with previ-
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FIG. 4. The Pendry R factor for the optimal structure as a
function of (a) separation between K and 0 layers, (b) CO bond
length, and (c) lateral position of carbon, while other parame-
ters are kept constant.

V. DISCUSSION

No CO-induced site switching of the potassium equilib-
rium site occurs, allowing potassium to remain in the en-
ergetically favored [1210] channels and the CO to bond
close to the close-packed cobalt [1210] rows, again as
favored for CO on clean Co {1010J . A reflection-

ous expectations of alkali-metal/CO systems in the high-
alkali-metal coverage regime. The CO molecule is found
to be oriented in an upright or close to upright
configuration, which rules out a number of previously
proposed models of the alkali-metal/CO interaction in-
cluding the salt model of Lackey et al. which necessari-
ly requires the carbon-oxygen bond axis to be oriented far
from the surface normal in the polymeric squarate
anions. Other models involving lying down or strongly
reoriented Co can likewise be excluded. Although no
quantitative structural determinations for the carbon-
oxygen bond length have to date been performed for CO
on Co{1010I, based on a range of quantitative structural
studies on low-index fcc and hcp surfaces an increase in
the intramolecular bond length of between 0.05 and 0.10
A may be inferred. This observation is in keeping with
the general picture of alkali-metal-induced increased
back donation into the 2~* antibonding molecular orbital
of CO within the Blyholder model.

Perhaps the most surprising result is the observed large
shift of potassium away from the cobalt surface with the
potassium adatoms being located above the oxygen of
CO. This leads to an increase in the effective potassium
radius from 1.87+0.05 A for the c(2X2) potassium
overlayer to 2.26+0. 11 A in the coadsorbed phase. Thus
models involving a direct interaction between the occu-
pied 1m CO orbitals with the 4s/4p resonance in potassi-
um would seem unlikely to be the dominant factors in the
bonding of coadsorbed layers, as the electron density of
the 1~ orbitals straddles the carbon-oxygen bond.

absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) analysis indi-
cates both on-top and bridge sites as occupied on clean
Co{1010],depending on coverage. At a CO fractional
coverage of 0.5 in the absence of K, a p(2X 1) structure is
formed, with all CO molecules in atop positions and
vco=2020 cm '. The CO therefore does undergo site
switching in the K coadsorption c (2 X 2) structure.

The most interesting aspect of the geometry is the large
increase in the nearest-neighbor K—Co bond length of
0.4 A, leaving the potassium nucleus 0.23 A above the ox-
ygen atoms in the CO molecule; i.e., potassium is far
from straddling the C—0 bond as assumed by both
Schultz and co-workers in the ionic model ' and
Eberhardt et al. in the lvr/4s, 4p direct interaction.
This observation would tend to legislate against the
l~/4s direct interaction being the major component of
the alkali-metal K/CO bonding. However, it would be
unwise to rule out this possibility completely. Neverthe-
less, such a large movement of the alkali-metal atom
away from the cobalt substrate must necessarily imply a
considerable decrease in the metal-potassium component
of the adsorption energy. It is clear from adsorption
calorimetry, and a common feature of all alkali-
metal/CO systems, that the potassium binding is actually
increased. Naturally the loss of metal-alkali bonding
must be compensated for by an increased lateral attrac-
tive interaction with chemisorbed CO. %"e would stress
that the structure has a distinctly unexpected feature;
that is, the proximity of the K adatom to three 0 atoms.
As shown in Fig. 2, this is a chemical bonding distance.

Given the determined geometry, it would seem likely
that the gain in K/CO bonding arises partly from an ion-
ic contribution due to the interaction of functionally posi-
tively charged potassium (K +) with the net negatively
charged CO . Direct experimental evidence of in-
creased back donation of charge into the 2~* resonance
straddling the Fermi level comes from the increased in-
termolecular bond length and the decreased frequency of
the internal mode of the molecule. However, the lower-
ing of the CO stretching frequency does not seem to im-
ply complete charge transfer. The redshift observed in
RAIRS to 1730 cm ' (Ref. 27) must have components of
the downward shift due to the increased effective coordi-
nation as the CO moves from an atop site toward a hol-
low site, along with the Stark shift due to the electrostatic
field in the coadsorbed layer. It is therefore surprising
that the shift is so small, particularly given the proximity
of K to CO in this structure. That excess net positive
charge is located on potassium in coadsorption systems is
evident from the decrease in work function obtained on
CO coadsorption.

In order to test such a model quantitatively, a first-
principle total-energy calculation should be performed.
The starting geometry of the structure obtained here
could be input, and the energy locally minimized around
this structural model. Such a calculation, in tandem with
calculations of a c(2X2)-K overlayer on Co{1010] and a
0.5-ML p(2X1) CO overlayer, would provide the miss-
ing link regarding the valence charge reorganization to
finally confirm which model (or indeed hybrid of models)
correctly describes the K/CO interaction in the high-
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coverage limit.
We are aware of two other structural analyses of

alkali-metal + CO systems. Davis et al. have studied
using photoelectron diffraction Ni I 111J (2 X 2)-
K+2CO, and Over et al. have performed a LEED in-
tensity analysis of RuI0001](2X2)-Cs+CO.
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